High Three - Unit Six - Summary
According to the latest personality test, we all fall somewhere on four different dimensions of
personality. Each aspect has benefits and drawbacks. Some people are better at handling emotional
feelings, while others are better with predictable environments. This particular test can result in
sixteen different outcomes or types of personalities determined by four different categories that
judge if you are introverted or extroverted, use your senses or intuition, choose to think or use your
feelings, and finally if you are judgmental or perceptive.
The first group, Extraversion-Introversion, represents the source and direction of a person’s energy
expression. An extravert’s source and direction of energy expression are mainly in the external
world, while an introvert has a source of energy mostly in their inner world.
The second group, Sensing-Intuition, represents the method by which someone perceives
information. A sensor is a person who mainly believes information he or she receives directly from
the external world. Intuitive is a person who believes primarily information he or she collects from
the inner or imaginative world.
The third group, Thinking-Feeling, represents how a person processes information. Thinkers make
a decision mainly through logic. But feelers decide based on emotion, i.e., based on what they feel
they should do.
The fourth and last group, Judging-Perceiving, reflects how a person performs the information he or
she has processed. A judger is a person who organizes all of his life events and, as a rule, sticks to
his plans. Perceiver means that he or she prefers to improvise and explore alternative options.
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How can knowing your personality type help you with your career?
In your opinion, do personality characteristics affect decision-making abilities?
How do extroverts and introvert react differently to a big party?
Could you describe a sensor?
How do a sensor and intuitive process information differently?
As a feeler in an argument, would you choose to follow the verbal dynamics over the emotional
dynamics? Why?
7- How personality type influences leadership style?
8- Is it right to obey the rules and laws of society all the time? Why?
9- How do you prefer to approach your goals? In a structured way or flexible way? Estimate your
personality type according to the above.
10- Could you define your personality type?
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